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Anyone with a family knows that settling down means stepping things upâ€•changing the way you

live and eat for the better. My first solo cookbook, Jamie Deen's Good Food, is truly reflective of my

"grown up" life as a husband, father and cookâ€• my personal style, tastes and values, which always

includes sitting down together as a family over a home-cooked meal that everyone can enjoy. In this

book I put my personal and professional skills to the test to create great family dishes that are fresh,

seasonal, healthy, and appeal to adults and kids alike. Broken down into simple chapters like From

the Ground Up, Soup Kitchen, By Sea, Hand Holdin', and The Big Payoff. And for some additional

fun, flip the book over to see the special Rooster's CafÃ© section featuring a handful of my

6-year-old son Jack's kid-friendly recipes that I hope will have the same positive impact on young

cooks as the first cookbook Momma gave me.Each of the 125 tried and true recipes in this book

includes accompanying photography, prep and cooking times, helpful tips such as how to dress up

a meal for adults (or dress it down for the kids), inspiring ideas for leftovers or how to pick the right

produce. Of course, this book wouldn't be complete without my family's influence, so I've included

photographs of my mama Paula, my brother Bobby, my Uncle Bubba, my beautiful wife Brooke, and

our two precious boys Jack and Matthew. I'm also happy to give y'all an insider's look at our unique

city, Savannah, and the surrounding low country.I've included personal family stories for each

chapter and my suggestions for the perfect pantry and spice rackâ€•all in the hopes to get your

whole family enthusiastic about cooking and eating well. From a Roasted Tomato Soup with Grilled

Cheese Croutons to a Homemade Black Bean Burger with Pico de Gallo, Crispy Parmesan Chicken

Cutlets with Arugula and Avocado to Grilled Salmon on White Wine Soaked Cedar Planks, Jack's

Favorite Toffee Blondies to The Deen Family Eggnog, Collard Greens with Drop Corn Dumplings

and a special section on Bits and Pieces to help you with your basics, I really believe that the

recipes in my book will bring as much satisfaction and happiness to your home as they've brought

to ours.
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My favorite cooking show is "Home for Dinner with Jamie Deen". I love Jamie's commitment to

making healthy meals that are fresh and use tons of vegetables. He makes meals both kids and

adults love. I couldn't wait until his cookbook came out. I received it today and read the entire book

like a novel. This book does not disappoint. It has a great mix of healthful recipes , endearing stories

and beautiful photos of his family. I believe I will make every single recipe in the book and most

more than once.

Got it yesterday and can't put it down. Can't wait to go grocery shopping so I can cook the recipes!

Normal food for normal families. Jacks part "Rooster's Cafe is the cutest. Like father-like son. Just

like his Ginny:)

I buy cookbooks like most people buy novels, to read. But something about this book by Jamie

Deen has moved it from the bookshelf to the kitchen. I just received it today and already I'm in love!

Maybe it's the photos, but every recipe has me wanting to get cooking for my family of picky eaters.

This lovely book has become an instant favorite and I feel it was written with a love of sharing good

food just as the title suggests. I can't imagine anyone being disappointed with this book.

Not only do the recipes appear wonderful but the quality of this book in terms of writing and pictures

is outstanding. I would encourage everyone to add this to their cookbook collection!! You won't be

disappointed.

Order this book, you will not be disappointed! All recipes are for normal food you would serve your

family. No fancy, expensive ingredients. I own over 100 cookbooks and this is quickly becoming my

favorite. I also have a son named Jack who is 10 and he loves watching Jamie's show on the Food

Network. This book has inspired him to cook with me more often.

I have already made several recipes from this book and I really love it. The narration is clear and



easy and CHARMING! I love the family insights. The recipes work. An excellent investment in both

money and in bookshelf space!

Bought Jamie's cookbook and found that the few dishes that I made from it were geared more to a

child's palate than a foodie's. Most things seemed under spiced and cooking times were not long

enough but these were easily fixed. Recipes all needed a little tweaking. Love to watch Jamie's

cooking show.

Received this for my Mother's birthday and had to give it to her two weeks early ... just couldn't wait!

Great recipes and pictures! :)
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